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Abst ract
Modem reservoir engineering relics heavily on simulation models to provide a
reliable prediction of the subsurfac e petroleum system. An ideal reservoir simulation
model is one that represents the main features and behavior of a real system. but is
simple enough to perform calculations in an efficient manner.

Using compressibi lity and transmissibility concepts. multiple reservoir tanks and
flowing wetlbores can be coupled to provide wellbore influx and inter-tank fluid
transfer. This creates a series of ordinary differential equations that, when solved,
can be used to describe the system's pressure and fluid movement pattern. "Ibis work
uses these ordinary differential equations arc efficiently solved using the Fourth·
Order Rungc-Kuua technique.

A flexible system of equations was created to represent ·n' number of
communicating reservoir tanks which were then solved using ordinary differential
equations for the first time.
This work demonstrates the successful integration of aquifers, reservoir tanks, wel l
inflow, and wellborc model ing into an integrated system that can quickly be used as
a tool for investigat ing petroleum systems. This work can fonn a fundamental
module enabling the ca lculation of coupled wcllborc and reservoir models with
advanced completion technologies.
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1.0

Introductio n

Subsurface

petroleum

engineeri ng

is

a

complex

field

involving

many

interdependencies between petroleum geology, petroleum phase behaviour, and
multiphase now.

In 1953, Uren defined a petroleum reservoir as fol lows:

" ... a body of porous and permeable rock containing oil and gas through which nuids
may move toward recovery openings under the pressure existing or that may be
applied. All communicating pore space within the producti ve formation is properly a
part of the rock, which may incl ude several or many individual rock strata and may

encompass bodies of impem1eable and barren shale. The lateral expanse of such a
reservoir is contingent only upon the continuity of pore space and the ability of the
nuids to move through the rock pores under the pressure available."' (Uren, 1953)
Modem reservoi r engineering relics heavily on simulation models to provide a
reliable prediction of the subsurface petroleum system. An ideal reservoir simulation
model is one that represents the main features and behavior of a real system, but is
simple enough to perform calculations in an efficient manner.
Reservoir simulations may be either analytical or numerical. Analytical simulators
arc those whose equations are solved using algebraic or differential methods.
Numerical simulators arc those whose equations are so complex that they can only
be solved by resolving to an acceptable, approximate solution using a numerical

I)

algorithm. Both approaches have advantages and disadvantages and have lxcn used
successfully to approximate the lxhaviour of petroleum reservoirs.

Numerical

simulation

is data and

computationally intensive and

requires

simplification of the natural system into approximations. Numerical simulation can.
therefore, only provide a quasi-unique solution. It is ofien advantageous to use a
more analytical, material balance approach to reservoir simulation

"l11c material balance approach is based fundamentally on analytical conservation for
a zero dimensional system, meaning that no spatial variation within a lum ped system
is considered. The resulting balance, in the absence of transient effects can then be
represented by an algebraic equation (Schilthuis. 1935 and Dake. 1978)

The material balance approach can provide insight on how reservoirs wi ll behave at
various stages, based primarily on fluid movement into or out of the system.

The material balance approach is particularly applicable in moderate to high
transmissibility reservoirs where pressure transients within the lumped system arc
small.

The material balance approach docs not have time directly within the equation, but
time can be used in secondary calculations. An estimated production or injection
forecast is imposed on the system to build a time component into the material
balance, As such, the behaviour of the system can then influence the production
forecast or a production forecast could influence the system behaviour.

As drilling technology has improved, and in an effort to improve the recovery
efficiency of the avai lable resource, the petroleum industry is trending toward more
complicated well trajectories {i.e. horizontaL multilateral, goo-steered) with more
compl icated well completions (i.e. gravel pack, inflow/outflow control devices,
commingled). These improvements in drilling technology have moved faster than the
associated improvements in the simulation, resulting in results that do not have
sufficient accuracy for advanced well designs. This has made traditional reservoir
simulator partially obsolete because they arc unable to represent the new complex
wells accurately.
The widespread uti lization of measure whi le dri lling {MWD) for formation
evaluation allows downhole data to be avai lable real-time to the petroleum cnginL"Cr.
This provides the opportunity to usc this data immediately, while still drilling the
well. If we could take this date and perform reservoir and well bore simulation in ncar
real-time tremendo us benefits could be realized in optimizing well design.
To simulate in ncar real-time, development of new models is required that arc fast,
accurate, and easy to use. This thesis is one possible approach to bridge this
technology gap.
Standard modeling packages arc cumbersome and difficult to adapt because they use
complicated input files that arc difficult to change because of a rigid simulation grid.
They arc misrepresent the ncar wellborc by modeling the trajectory parallel to the
grid regardless of the real trajectory and utilize relatively simple inflow models.

This thesis is a step forward in ncar real-time simulation as the proposed method is
easy to implement and is capable of creating fast and accurate simulation models.

1.1

Scope or Research

It is important that complex reservoirs, wcllbores, and completion technologies

become unified into a single model that allows for future pcrfom1ancc prediction and
sensitivity assessments in an efficient and reliable manner. even while a well is being
drilled. As such, a group of researchers at Memorial University of Newfoundland.
Canada has been striving to develop the next generation of software, capable of
meeting the challenge of today and tomorrow's oilfield development strategies.
One o f the investigated approaches is to unify an advanced wellborc and ncar well
reservoir model with analytical innow relationships, to a dynamic material balance
tank reservoir model. As proposed by Johansen, 2008, this work focuses on the
dynamic material balance tank reservoir modeling and provides a solution to allow
for efficient calculation of a nexiblc. multi-tank reservoir modeL
The question that we investigated is can conventional material balance calculations
be used to provide realistic long-tenn depletion forecasts in an efficient method that
solves complex, multi-tank communicating, reservoir systems? Can these systems be
integrated with advanced wellborc modeling techniques to increase the reliability of
our predictions?

l6

This research evaluates the integration of aquifer models, tank reservoirs, inter-tank
transmissibility, well transmissibility, and wellbore pcrfonnance into an integrated
model that can be used to predict future well pcrfonnance and conduct optimization
evaluations. This work builds upon industry standard correlations and methods, but
solves the integrated system using the Fourth-Order Runge-Kutta numerical method
that has been shown to provide efficient and rel iable results.

This work demonstrates the successful integration of aquifers, reservoir tanks, well
inflow, and wellbore modeling into an integrated system that can quickly be used as
a tool for investigating the petroleum systems. This work can fonn a fundamental
module enabling the calculation of coupled wcllbore and reservoir models needed for
advanced completion technologies.

1.2

TbcsisOutlinc

This body of work will present an overview of compressibility and transmissibility
and a review of the traditional analytical aquifer modeling approach. A brief
discussion of wellbore flow modeling is presented before building the general tank
material balance approach. A series of demonstration cases is then presented before
discussions on advantages and limitations of the described approach.

1.3

literature Re\·iew

Schi lthuis derived the general analytical material balance technique commonly used
in today' s oi l and gas industry. Schi lthuis described the inter relationship between
reservoir pressure and production by using "active oil", "active free gas··. aquifer
influx. and the laboratory measured fluid properties. This provided a framework to
conduct pcrfonnance analysis of oi l and gas reservoir from measured pressure and
production data to determine the eiTectivcness of natural water drive and provide
predictions of reservoir pressure under various operating conditions including water
drive and gas re-injection (Schilthuis, 1935).
Van Everdingcn and Hurst used Laplace transformations to develop solution to the
unsteady state flow equation for the constant terminal pressure and the constant
terminal rate cases. This built on previous work by Hurst showing that when the
pressure history of a reservoir in know, that information can be used to calculate the
water influx into the reservoir. There results can also be applied to well inflow when
the diffusivity equation is obeyed (Van Everdingen and Hurst, 1949).
Carter and Tracy modified the work of Hurst and identified a method for calculating
water influx behavior without using superposition. This was accomplished by
assuming constant water influx rates arc assumed. versus Hurst's constant oil
production. This led to combining Schilthuis' material balance technique and
allowing for an explicit step-wise calculation of pressure history. This resulted in a
reduction in calculation time with acceptable results (Carter and Tracy. 1960).

"

Havlcna and Odcn used a straight line method to analyze the solution of the material
balance equation. This method requires the plotting of one variable group against
another where the resulting general shape of the plot is important. This method can
be used to evaluate the drive mechanism, volumetrics of the connected reservoir, and
the resultant sensitivity (Havlcna and Odch. 1963).
Fctkovich provided a simplification of previous aquifer influx methods that removed
the need for superposition. He accomplished this by separati ng the water influx
problem into a rate equation and a material balance equation making the concepts
and calculation simple and easier to apply. This is now a very common method and
has been demonstrated useful for long tenn predictions (Fetkivich. 1969).
Dake summarizes the zero dimensional material brtlance approach very well in his
work where net underground withdrawal is a result of the expansion of oi l and
originally dissolved gases, expansion of gas cap gas, and a reduction in hydrocarbon
pore volume due to the expansion of connate water and pore volume reduction. This
generalized fonn includes effects from connate water expansion, rock expansion.
free gas expansion, liberated gas expansion, oil expansion, aquifer influx, and fluid
withdrawal. The general material balance equation is a •·sophisticated version of the
compressibility definition"' where production is equal to the expansion of reservoir
fluids(Dake. 1978).
Vogt and Wang added to the body of knowledge by presenting accurate fonnulas to
calculate the material balance and water influx equation using the superposition

"

fonnula. They presented a gcncrali7..cd linear pressure formula with led to advantages
for reservoirs with a variety of drive mechanisms (Vogt and Wang, 1987).

Butcher and Wanner provided a retrospective look at Runkc-Kutta method with a
foc us on practical implementation of implicit methods, the usc of liner and nonlinear
stability analysis, and the theory and application of the methods (Butcher and
Wanner, 1996).

Marques, Trcvisan, and Suslick presented a comparative study of the classical
method of influx calculation. This work showed the basic theory of four aquifer
models and provided a comparison of total influx or water by the aquifer
performance as a function of time with the van Everdingen and Hurst model used as
comparison (Marques, Trevisan, and Suslick, 2007).

Petroleum Experts Ltd. has successfully implemented anal ytical material balance
tec hniques in their Integrated Production Modeling software package to provide the
classical reservoir engineer tool to analyze reservoir fluid dynamics using analytical
techniques. Their methodology includes the ability to integrate multiple, zerodimensional tanks by the use of the transmissibility concept (Petroleum Experts Ltd.,
2009).

i'cnmatcha and Aziz presented a rescrvoir/wellbore model for horizo ntal wel ls
(Pcnmatcha, 1999). 'Jbc reservoir model consists of a transient, three-dimcosional.
unifonn flux model, which, along with the principle of superposition in space and
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time. is used to describe three-dimensional reservoir flow. The authors employed
infinite and finite-conductivity well models, but the reservoir model is the unifonn
flux model of Babu and Odch (Babu. \989). This reservoir model has a no-flow
boundary assumption and the well is represented as a line source.
1-lalliburton distributes the NETool program. which utilizes a steady-state numerical
simulator for modeling of multiphasc fluid flow inside the wellborc and the ncar
wcllborc region. The major drawback of this approach is the reservoir steady-state
assumption, where time dependant changes in the far-field reservoir conditions arc
not incorporatt.-d into the system. thus allowing for only short·lenn applicability for
the modeling results (Halliburton, 20 10).
Recently, a new approach to combine transient well flow and reservoir flow
modeling with a focus on advanced well completions has been developed. This
model represents the first fully trnnsient advanced well/reservoir flow model for
three phase flow where co-current, countercurrent and cross flow may occur in
different parts of the completion and reservoir simultaneously (Khorinkov et al.
2010).

2.0

Background

2. 1

Resen •oir Units

Individual reservoir tanks and aquifers will be referenced as ' reservoir units' (RU) in
this thesis. Each unit consists of a zero-dimensional system of a known initial
volume, a known initial pressure, and a known total compressibility. Each reservoir
unit (RU) will connect to other RUs in the model or to the wellbore through the
means of a trans missibility, J, in the fo nn :

(2·1)

The concept of reservoir units, th rough communicating tanks, is a very useful
concept that has many appl ications. Examples of potential applications include;
faulted reservoirs with communicating or non-communicating faul ts, reservoirs with
a connected aquifer, multiple reservoirs communicating through a common aquifer, a
multi-layered reservoi r of variable reservoi r quality, a well bore draining multiple
reservoirs, or any system where an appreciable pressure gradient could c:dst.

2.2

Compressibility

Petroleum

reservoirs

arc

comprised

of clements of variable

degrees of

compressibility. The sand grain compressibility is considered small in comparison
with the pore compressibility in most petroleum reservoirs (Ahmed, 2006).
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Typical values of the formation or rock (cj), oi l (c0 ) , water (c,.), and gas

(c~:)

compressibi litics arc shown as follows ::

Rock, CJ"" - 12 x 10"7 vol/vol/kPa

Oil, C0 = -40 x 10"7 vol/vol/kPa
Water, c,.. = -4 x 10"7 vol/vol/kPa

Gas, c, =-100 x 10"7 vol/vol/kPa

One assumption is that compressibility is constant over the range of pressures being
investigated. Thi s is a reasonable assumption for oi l, rock, and water but is not valid
for gas. It is further assumed that one term, a total compressibil ity, ch, is used in all
calculations. Total compressibility is defi ned as the volume weighted average
compressibility within a unit volume where S.., S..-. and Sg are the oil, water and gas
saturation within the pore space and calculated in Equation 2-2.

(2-2)

I Using the typical compressibilitics listed above, Table 2- 1~ illustrates the
order of magnitude of total comprcssibilities for various reservoir types.

2)

T able 2- 1: Typical Resen•oir Compressibility
Reservoir
Type

Oil
Saturation

Aquifer
Undersaturated
Oil
Gas

Water
Saturation

Gru;
Saturation

Total
Compressibility

0%

100%

0%

- IOxl0- 7

80%

20%

0%

- 17xl0.7

0%

20%

80%

- ISOxiO.

It is further assumed that the system will operate under isothem1al conditions.
13y definition,

Equation

2-3

represents the formula

describing

the total

compressibility of the system.

c,

=-f~~l

(2-J)

Equation 2-3 shows the relationship between the total compressibility, c1, initial
volume, V, isothermal change of volume, iW, and the isothermal change in pressure,

al'.
In our application, the initial volume, V, represents the in-situ volume of fluid that is
actively contributing to the system. The OV /OPIT term is the partial change in
volume with

respect

to pressure under isothennal

conditions.

The total

compressibil ity allows for the determination of the interrelationship between fluid

moving into or out of the system and the pressure of that system. A negative sign is
imposed as a common convention so that the compressibi lity is a positive quantity.

2.3

T ra nsmissibility

Flow in porous media is a very complex phenomenon that cannot be described
explicitly, as flow through pipes or conduits can (Ahmed, 2006). This is a result of
the vast number of potential flow paths, the dimensions of whic h arc very difficult to
measure and provide no clear-cut flow path. Understanding of the flow through
porous medium has been learned through experimentation and analysis to establish
laws (such as Darcy's law) and correlations.

Transmissibility is a term describing the case by which fluids arc able to move
through the system. Transmissibility is analogous to conductivity in electric circuits.

The concept of transmissibility in reservoir engineering is a very useful concept. This
concept can be applied to many areas of reservoir engineering. including movement
of fluid from an aquifer to a reservoir, flu id movement within the reservoir, fluid
movement between fault blocks, and fl uid movement from the reservoir into or out
ofwcllbores.

Transmissibility forms a fu ndamental building block in the modeling approach taken

I ;, th;, wock,

ru> w; ll b< O>plo;ood ;, tho Sc~t;o,. LUi>++ to UJ.;!,H b<low.

The unit of transmissibility is volume per pressure difference per time.

2.3.1

Aquire .. Transmissibility
Aq uifer transmissibility refers to the ability for fluid to flow between the
aquifer and the reservoir. Several authors have published analytical
techniques to approximate reservoir inflow including Schilthuis (Schilthuis,
1933), van Everdingcn (van Everdingen et al., 1949), Fctkovic h (Fctkovich.
1969), Carter-Tracy (Carter and Tracy., 1960), Hurst (Hurst, 1958), Vogt and

Wang(Vogt and Wang, 1987), and Odeh (Odeh et al., 1965)

The fundamental building blocks of transmissibility arc geometry (aquifer
shape and volume), fluid mobility (pcm1cability and viscosity), and
connectivity (connected area). Aquifer transmissibility is for single-phase
waterflow.

Tr•.msmissibil ity equations exist for radial, linear, and bottom water drives
under infinite acti ng. pseudo-steady-state, and steady-state flow regimes. The
equations for several aquifer models and reservoir configurations arc
presented in Section 2.4.3H3.
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2.3.2

Wdllnflow Transmissi bility
Well transmissibility refers to the ability for a fluid to flow between the
wellbore and the reservoir.

A simpl ified approach has been taken for this work . This approach was to
assign a single-phase constant transmissibility. This is a simplified
assumption, and ignores relative pcnneability effects as well as transient flow
periods.

The fundamental basis for the transmissibility is based on the Darcy's law,
where:

(2-4)

where

K = Absol111e permeobilily
J.l - viscosily

h "" net fKIY

tJP "' Pre.uure change

tJx

~

Flow (/i.# ance

and where J is the reservoir transmissibility, i.e.

.! = ~

,,

Mtmy

authors

(2-5)

have

published

methods

to

calculate

well

inflow

transmissibility under various reservoir situations, including Babu & Odeh,
1989, Standing, 1971, Vogel, 1968, Joshi, \998, Fumi, 2002, Peaceman,
1993 , Peaceman 1995 , and others. Any of these analytical models could be
used to calculate the transmissibility for use in this model.

2.3.3

Inter-block Transmissibility

l'ransmissibility bctv.·een communicating reservoir units is defined using the
product of the average values of relative penncability, k,. of phase/, absolute
permeability K of each grid block at the interface between blocks, and crosssection area Ac of each grid block at the interface between blocks, divided by
the production of the viscosity p of phase land the fonnation volume factor
Bt of phase l in each reservoir unit, divided by the representative distance
(Fanchi, 2006). This is also show in Equation 2-7.
The flow between blocks is graphically depicted in Figure I Figure-+ in which
the interblock transmissibility is dctcnnined by averaging the properties of
the block which arc exchanging fluid as well as the difference in pressure
between the blocks.

- --

-

- - - - - - - -- - - - - -

-

----

Figure I: lnterblock Flow

While different averaging techniques can be applied, we prefer a hurmonic
averaging technique for our scenario as show in Equation 2-6.

(2-6)

Once the averaged properties are generated the inter-block transmissibility is
given by Equation 2-7.
(2-7)

where·

J = Transmissibility

k,, = relative phase permeability
K = absolute rock penneabitity

8 1 = formation volume factor

111 = viscosJty
A ~=

area of contact between blocks

L = representative distance between blocks

2.4

Aquifers

The petroleum industry's definition of an aquifer is a subterranean porous and
pem1eable rock fonnat ion which may or may not be connected to the target
hydrocarbon accumulation.
Aquifers can be used to provide source water for injection into a target reservoir. or
as a disposal fonnation to inject brackish water.
When connected to a hydrocarbon fonnation, an aquifer will provide some degn:c of
pressure suppon by movement of water into the hydrocarbon zone once a pressure
differential exists. The result can have a positive or a negative impact on recovery
dependant on the configuration of the system. An example is how a bottom-drive
aquifer can often provide positive incremental recovery from an oil reservoir, but the
same situation in a gas reservoir may reduce ultimate gas recovery due to trapped gas
saturation in the water invaded zone or contribute to undesirable water coning.
Reliable characteriJ'..ation of an aquifer is fundamental to successful petroleum
operations wherever aquifers play an appreciable role. However, extensive
del ineation of the aquifer is rarely done in pmcticc, and characterization usually
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involves seismic interpretation and material balance interpretation of measured
reservoir pressures. As such, the impact of aquifers is often uncertain and can be a
large source of error in forecasting future pcrfommncc.

At its basic level, the aquifer is characterized by storage and by transmissibility. The
storage of the reservoir is the connected pore volume. The transmissibility is the
ability of the fluid contained in the aquifer to move. and is related to the conm:cted
shape, the aquifer permeability, saturation, the potential presence of a tar mat at the
oil water contact, and the size of the aquifer. Transmissibility can be used to describe
flow within the aquifer or flow from the aquifer to the hyd rocarbon reservoir. We
will focus on transmissibi lity between the aquifer and the hydrocarbon reservoir.

In a reservoi r with a strong natural drive, a drop in the reservoir pressure, due to the
production of fluids, causes the aquifer water to expand and flow into the reservoir or
Water Influx = Aquifer Compressibility x Initial Volume of Water x Pressure Drop
(Dake, 1978)

(2-8)

where
W~

= Cumulali\'e Water Influx
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c,.. = water compressibility

q= for mation compres.\'ibility

W; = Initial water volume

tJP = Pressure drop

Equation 2-8 assumes that change in pressure is transmitted instantaneously through
the aquifer, which would only be valid in relatively small aquifers where the total
water influx would be small anyways. In large aquifers the cumulative water influx
would have a larger impact on reservoir performance, a time dependant water influx
predictor is required as the pressure drop will not be immediately transmitted
through the entire pore volume of the aquifer. lbis time dependant water influx
predictor (i.e. a model) will be described in detail further in this section.

Using the tcdmique ofHavlcna and Odeh (Havlena and Odeh, 1963 and 1964), the
material balance under a simplified case (i.e. no gas cap) can be v.rritten in the form
of

F
W
- = N+ _.!..

E:,

E.,

where

F = Net reservoir production, at downhole conditions

(2-9)

£,.= Oil expansion

N = Original oil in place, at surface conditions
Wr= Net aquifer influx assuming 8 ,.. = 1.0

The above equation is represented graphically in ~NgurH where the aquifer
model can be determined to be appropriate graphically.

W.IE,.
Figure 1: Straightlinc Method to Determine Aq uifer Model

(ll :.~vlcna

and Odch)

'lltc remainder of this section will describe in detail the methodology to apply aquifer
models as well as the types available from current literature.
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2.4.1

Aquifer Models

In general, equations for water influx can be written as a product of an
aquifer constant and a pressure function . The aquifer constant is typically
related to the shape and size of the aquifer, while the pressure function is
typically related to the transmissibility between the aquifer and the reservoir
(Van Everdingen et al, 1949).
(2-10)

where:

We = cumulative aquifer influx
U= aquiferconstant
S(P.l) = aquifer pressure function

"Jbcrc are numerous aquifer models and aquifer modeling tec hniques
including small pot, radial, Schilthuis Steady State (Schilthuis, \936), l·lurst
Steady State (l·lurst 1958), Vogt-Wang (Vogt and Wang, 1987), Fctkovich
Semi-Steady State (Fctkovich, 1969), Fetkovich Steady State (Fetkovich,
\969), and Carter-Tracy (Carter and Tracy, \960). The most common
methods, and those discussed in this paper, arc the van-Everdingen and Hurst

(Van Everdingcn ct al, 1949), Fctkovich (Fctkovich, \969), and Caner-Tracy
aquifer modeling techniques (Caner and Tracy, 1960).

2.4.2

Aquifer Geometries

The physical size and shape of the aquifer is a principle unknown in
petroleum engineering. Generally, the data collection on an aquifer is
minimal and may only include an approximate bulk volume based on seismic
interpretation. In addition to the geometry. the internal water pore volume
and water mobility arc also usually unknown.

During pre-production activities. the aquifer geometry and transmissibility is
varied to perform a sensitivity analysis on the impact of the aquifer on the
hydrocarbon recovery.

Then, during production activities the aquifer geometry and transmissibility
is often used as a tuning parameter to match actual reservoir pcrfom1ance.

Irrespective of the stage of production. the subsurface engineers will make an
assumption of the physical geometry of the connected aquifer. This shape
influences the method by which the transmissibility and the resulting water
influx are calculated.

"

'lbrcc commonly used geometries arc shown in Figure
!!~e-4 , and F i gurc5Ftgttre-S .

Figure 3: Radial Aquifer
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3~. ~

Figure 4: Linear Aquifer

J7

Figure 5: Bottom Water l>rivc

2.4.3

Aquifer Mathematical Models

Several authors have provided mathematical approximations to represent the
cfTect of aquifers on reservoir perfonnancc. TI1rcc of the common models
used today arc the van Evcrdingcn and Hurst, Fctkovich, and Cartcr-Tmcy
models. These will be reviewed in Sections 5.3.1 through Section 5.3.4.
fhc general approach to mathematical analysis of aquifers is to discritize the
continuous inflow from the aquifer into steps to simplify the solution. These
steps can be time- or pressure-based and will usually involve an average

pressure or flow rate during each calculation step. Some mathematical
models usc superposition while others simplify further and utilize the
estimated current aquifer properties to calculate the next step.

The general approach is shown schematically in

Figure~-

••••••••••••••

\

Pressure at

~~~~---

Approximate Solution

Time--

Figure 6: Schematic of Aquifer Inflow Models

As a general statement, the actual water influx from an aquifer has a large
degree of uncertainty, particularly in the early production life of an oil or gas
field. As such, the induced errors from simplification are likely to be within

the range of uncertainty around the properties of the aquifer themselves
because the magnitude of water influx wi ll be relatively small at early times.

2.4.3.1

van Everdingen and Hurst Aquifer Model

The authors (van Everdingen and Hurst, 1949) provided models for inflow
from radial and linear aquifers acting as infinite, pseudo-steady state, and
steady-state conditions.

This is performed by applying the Laplace transform to the di!Tusivity
equation and with help from the superposition principle. The discretization of
the continuous pressure curve allows for an approximate solution with:

(2-11)

where:
~

=~- ~ , 1

is the change in average reservoir pressure during the

l

timcstep, Wv is the accumulated dimensionless influx for a constant pressure
drop at the aquifer boundary, W, (tv.J is the cumulative dimensionless flow at
the reservoir-aq uifer boundary, and U is the influx constant of water into the
aquifer.

The van Everdingcn and Hurst model is based on the superposition principle
resulting in additional computations arc required because calculation results
from previous steps arc redone at each new time-step. This is because the
value of We must be evaluated for the time and regime of the aquifer at the
moment of interest. Simplifications have been proposed by Fetkovich and
Carter-Tracy to streaml ine the computational effort.
There have been several variations to the original work of van Evcrdingcn
and 1-lurst by using slightly di!Tcrcnt pressure averaging techniques or
approaches for determining Ouid properties at each step, such as those
presented by Odeh ct. at. (Odeh, 1964) and Vogt (Vogt and Wang, 1987).

2.4.3.2 Fetkovich Aquifer Model

Fetkovich described a simplified method to calculate aquifer influx under a
defined geometry and transmissibility (Fetkovich, 197 1). This is an
approximate model, but is useful as it docs not require the application of the
superposition principle as in the van Evcrdingen and 1-lurst model decreasing
computational time (Marques, 2007). Fctkovich' s original work addressed
pseudo-steady state flow regimes for water flow from the aquifer to the
reservoir.

The basic equations for the Fctkovich model stem from the gcnerali7..cd rate
equation (assuming Darcy Law), Equation 2-12, and the aquifer material
balance for constant compressibility, Equation 2-13.

(2- 12)
where q,. is the average water innux rate, .19 is the aquifer to reservoir
transmissibility,

P is

the average initial aquifer pressure, and P.,.1 is the

average pressure at thcaquifer / rescrvoirinterfacc.

(2- 13)

Fetkovich proposed a step-wise solution to the calculation, where the now of
nuid from the aquifer to the reservoir is a function of time and the pressure
drop at the boundary. This yields the following general fonn.

(2- 14)

where the average aquifer pressure at time = n is

(2-15)

and the average pressure at the aquifer boundary at time = n is
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(2-16)

The flow rate from the aquifer to the reservoir was dctcnnincd when
Fctkovich applied the transmissibility concept where the aquifer productivity

index, J..,, is a function of the rock and fluid properties of the system, the
contact area. and the aquifer shape.

2.4.3.3 Fctkovich Aquifer Model Rate Equations
Using the concept of transmissibility, we next present several fonnulas that
can be used to dctcmtine the rate of water influx. This is important.
particularly for large aquifers. where the pressure drop due to production is
not instantly transmiued through the cmirc aquifer.

The pseudo-steady state radial model:
(2-17)

0.0070&-l,k. h
360.0~. (\og,(R, ) - 0.75)

w here:
A~

"' Encroachment angle. degrees
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(2- 18)

h = Rescrvoirthickness. ft
Rd = Outer/inner radius ratio

Po= Initial aquifer pressure, psia
J = Transmissibility
q = Fonnation compressibility, llpsi

c,. = Water compressibility, !/psi
tp • Aquifer porosity

The pscudostcady-state linear model:
L = I06 V.
~

W,h¢

(2-19)

(2-20)

J = 0.00127k~hl~
p..J..~

where:
V,. = Aquifer volume, sq ft

ll', = rcscrvoirwidth,ft
h = rescrvoirthickncss, ft
k, = aquifer pcnneability, mD

(2·21)

The pseudosteady-state bottom drive model·
(2-22)

(2-23)

J = 0.00127k. nr!
Jl..,L.

(2-24)

where :

v.. = aquifervolumc, ft 2
R.., = reservoi r radius, ft
k .. = aquifer pcnncability, mD

For the steady-state aquifer inflow models, We, is the same as the
pseudosteady-statc inflow models except that the transmi ssibility is
calculated differently.

The steady-state radial model:

0.0070&·r_k.,h

(2-25)

360.0p,..(lo& RJ)

The steady-state linear model:

"

J

=0.003811:)11t;.
JI..J..~

(2-26)

The steady-state bottom drive model :

J = 0.00381..\:~ ;u:

(2-27)

Jl ,. La

2.4.3.4 Carter-Tracy Aquifer Model

The Carter-Tracy Aquifer model is similar to Fctkovich in that is does not
require the application of the superposition principle (Caner, 1960). The
model covers any flow geometry, as long as the solution for the
dimensionless pressure as a fu nction of time is known. This is a popular
model due to its case for computational application and general usefulness as
it applies dimensionless variables.
This model is an extension of the I.J urst model that presented an approach to
the aquifer model that eliminated superposition calculations (1-lurst, 1958)
The elimination of superposition calculation was achieved by adopting the
assumption of constant water influx rates for finite time periods. This allows
for simpli fication of the entire influx history into a '"fictitious" constant rate
thereby elimi nating the need fo r the superposition calculations and provides a
reasonable approximation that can be used with the Schilthuis fonn of the
material balance equation.

The Carter-Tmey model approximates the cumulative aquifer influx

1 )

W..Vo,

1 )

= ~V:Vv, 1 +

(u~,,
)-w.L,. l?.:v,, )fr/), -10,
P. ~ )-t P. ·(r )
/) /)'

o, l /)

/)/

W~

by

)
1

(2-28)

where:

U = the aquifer influx constant
LJP(ro) = Pi - P(ro) = the pressure drop at the boundary

IDJ o.(t,-IQ}

PD(tD) = the dimensionless pressure in the producing boundary of an

aquifer producing under constant flow

The Carter-Tracy aquifer model only assumes mdial inflow, so the following
equations arc applied.

2.3 09k~

365.2s,>p.{c1 +c. )";

u I.l19A,.,{c1 +c.};
360.0

where:

ka = Aquifer permeability, mD
R..,= rcscrvoirradius, fl

(2-29)

(2-30)

A, = encroachment angle, degrees

h :: reservoir thickness, n

2.5

Well bore Flow Modeling

Reservoir fluids arc transported to surrace by means ora wellborc. Wellborcs used in
the petroleum industry have many variants., but arc most commonly circular. This
allows the wellbore to be modeled as flow in pipes, where there arc many potential
arrangements possible. For this body or work, steady-state single-phase flow has
been assuml."<i. Future studies could expand this work to include multi-phase flow
whcrcn."quired.

I

~~ depicts a typical flowing well arrangement ror a horizontal well

completed with a production liner.
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Figure- 7: Typical Ho rizontal Wc-llbore Diagram

For a fixed segment of pipe, a control volume can be determined and is shown

l grnph;oolly ;" F;g.,"8~.

v

/f

/

dZ

'

dX

t'igure 8: Control Vo lume for Pipe Flow
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Applying the principle of conservation of mass, momentum, and energy it is possible
to calculate pressure and temperature changes with d istance for this system.

Applying the conservation of mass steady-state flow in a li."<cd segment of pipe
means that the mass in minus the mass out, equals mass accumulation or

(2-31)

where:

fJ "' pressurc
I' = volume

L = length of pipe segment

t = time
With our assumption of steady-state flow where mass accumulation docs not occur,
Equation 2-3 1 can be reduced to

(2-32)

It we apply conservation of momentum (Newton's first law) to well bores it would

require that the sum of a ll forces on the fluids would equate to the rate of momentum

out. minus the rate of momentum in, plus the rate of momentum accumulation in a
fixed segment of pipe. The conservation of momentum is depicted as

- !fft-r~- pg sin O = a~;"> + a<;;

1

>

(2-33)

where:

g - gravitational constant, m/s/s
r "" shear strcss. pa
d = pipe diameter, m
A = pipe flow area, m 2

Equation 2-32 and Equation 2-33 can be combined under the steady-state flow
assumption and solved for the pressure gradient within the fluid resulting in the
fol lowing equation.

!!E. = - r !E.. - ,,gsinOdL

A

!'"!!::._

(2-34)

dL

Equation 2-34 shows that the steady-state pressure gradient within a flowing well is
made up of three components, and in general

5I

TIJC dominant term in Equation 2-35 is the hydrostatic head, or pressure gradient
caused by elevation change and can often represent more than 80% of the total
pressure gradient and is more dominant with more liquid. The secondary teml is the
frictional component which becomes more signi!icant with higher flowing velocity.
The minor term is the acceleration (or kinetic energy) component which is usually
negligible but can be significant in low pressure systems with a compressible fluid,
suchaslowpressuregaswells.

2. 5.1

Frictional Pressure Drop

A pressure drop can be caused by frictional forces between the fluid and the
wall as well as between fluid and fluid moving at different velocities.

The Darey-Weisbach equation expresses the pressure loss in a piping system.
(Darcy, 1858and Weisbach, 1872).

(2-36)

where:

/ "" apparent friction factor
L"" length, m

D""diameter, m

p = density,kg/mJ
t.JP = pressure drop, kPa

g., = acceleration of gravity, m/ s2

V • velocity, m/s
The friction factor, in general, is a function of the pipe Reynolds number and
the relative roughness (Benedict, \980). Flow in pipes can either be laminar
(Re < 2000), turbulent (Re > 2100), or in the transition zone between laminar
and turbulent (Benedict, 1980).

2.5.1.1 Laminar Flow in Smooth Pipes

ln the years 1839 and 1846, Hagen and Poiscuille, working independently,
showed that the Darcy-Wcisbach generalized pressure drop equation
provided an expression for the laminar friction factor (/L) when equated with
their results:
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J, ~R.

(2-37)

2.5.1.2 Turbulent Flow in Smooth Pipes
Blasius plotted friction factor against Reynolds number for smooth circular
pipes at pipe Reynolds numbers up to I os and obtained an empirical

relationship shown in Equation 2-3 8 which was later shown to be
independe nt of the fluid type and compressibility (Blasius, 19 11)

/ 111""""

= 0.3164R11 Y.

(2-38)

RD =Reynold's Pipe Number, dimensionless

Prandtl built upon this work to generalize the friction factor into tenns of a
full cross-sectional area pipe flow shown in Equation 2-39 (Prandtl, 1933).

(2-39)

2.5. 1.3 Turbulent Flow in Fully Rough Pipes
Friction factor is independent of wall roughness in laminar flow, but
roughness is of fundamental importance in turbulent pipe flow.

Nikuradusc, buiding upon Darcy's earlier work, perfom1cd a series of
experiments on artificially roughened pipes and generated a relative
roughness scale. Von Kannan analyzed th is data and generated Equation 2-40
for friction in a fully rough pipe in turbulent flow (Benedict, 1980).

)-;- =2 1os["-)+ 1.74
,/,
,,

where:

(2-40)

R = radius of uncoated pipe, m
e, =diameter of uncoated Gollingen sand, m

fr = friction factor for rough pipes

2.5. 1.4 T ransition between Smooth a nd Rou gh l'ipes
The empirical equations for friction factor in both smooth and in rough pipes
break down in the transition zone between laminar and turbulent flow
regimes.
Colebrook developed a mathematical function which gave a transitional
curve between the smooth and rough pipes equations by combining the two
expressions for friction factor into a single equation which he confimlt-d
through experimentation. The equation is presented in Equation 2-41
(Colebrook, \938).

(2-4 1)

The Haaland equation can used to solve directly for friction factor in a fu llflowing circular piped. This equation is an approximation of the Colebrook

"

equation but provides an explicit fonnula for rough pipes. lbe equation is
show in Equation 2-42 (Haaland, \983).

--'[i =

-1.8lo{[2f]'"+liC>l
3.7

Rc

(2-42)

2.5.1.5 Moody Plot

Moody provided a convenient to use composition plot which included all
flow regimes of interest. This includes the straight line laminar friction factor
curve, the smooth pipe turbulent friction factor curve, the fully rough
turbulent friction factor curves, and the transition fraction factors and is a
good tool lOr implicit detennination of Darcy friction factor (Moody, 1944).
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2.5. 1.6 Chen Correlation
Chen's correlation is being used to evaluate the friction factor for this work
and is show in Equation 2-43. This correlation has an explicit fonn and gives
simi lar accuracy as the Moody plot (Chen, 1979).

where:

c = O!d

J = absolute roughness of the pipe wall, fl
d = pipcdiameter, fl

2.5.2

Hydrostatic l'ressure Drop
Hydrostatic pressure drop is a func tion of gravitation pull, height, and
densi ty. For our control volume shown in Figure

8~

this equates to
(2-44)

tlP=pgcosOI.
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2.5.3

Kinematic l'ressure Drop
Kinematic (or acceleration) pressure drop is caused by changes in velocity of
the fluid, particularly in highly compressible fluids. This is of particular
concern with gas wells near surface. flow across chokes, and where there arc
changes in production tubing size. For our scenario, the Bemouilli equation
can represent the kinematic pressure drop.

61' = ptlt12

(2-45)

2

2.5.4

Total Pressure Drop
Where the assumption of single phase pressure drop in isothennal conditions
is made, Equation 2-46 is being used which corresponds to the simplified
flow schematic presented in Figure I 0~ which is used to calculate the
bottomhole flowing pressure as a function of depth along the wcllbore. The
bottomhole flowing pressure is used to dctennine the amount of inflow from
the corresponding reservoir unit.
If we integrate Equation 2·35 for the length of the production tubing
requiring evaluation, the following pressure drop equation results and can be
used directly in calculations:

tJ.I' = I',- I'l= pgcosOL + pA; 2 +

/"~I l L

(2-46)

where·

/F =

Darcy friction factor

t

q,

q,

,,

Figure 10: Wellbore Pressure Drop Path with Multiple Inflows
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3.0

Mathematical Development of Analytica l Tank Modeling

The fundamental building block of the analytical tank approach is the reservoir unit
(RU). Each uni t could represent any section of the petroleum reservoir system that is

desired to be modeled. The RU could represent the entire reservoir including the
aqui fer, the entire reservoir excluding the aquifer, a portion of the reservoir, a fault
block, a specific stratigmphic layer, or a section of a stmtigmphic layer such as a
reservoir simulator grid block. The only requirement is that the reservoir statics and
now properties can be reasonably approximated fo r usc in engineering calculations.
This will likely limit this approach to the modeling of large, defi ned sections of the
reservoir. such as fault blocks, or to the model ing of the reservoir as a whole.

I As discussed in Sections UH and UH, the pcrfonnance of a RU is controlled by
two concepts, the compressibil ity and the inter-tank tmnsmissibility. The two
equations arc restated below:

Figure II: Schematic of S ingle Tank
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(3-1)
(3-2)
Through substitution and combination, Equation 3-1 and Equation 3-2 yields the
following system of t:quatio ns of the fonn:

<!!',_ =-_!_ (P(t) - P (t))
dt

c~ V,

r

(3-3)

wf

~ = J(P,(t) - P-f (t))

(3-4)

Equation 3-3 and Equation 3-4 can be integrated using an exact solution or by using

a numerical method such as the 4lh Order Rungc-Kutta method to detcm1inc the
pressure and cumulative production at any time, t. This method is fonnu latcd in
Appendix A.

3. 1

Exact Solution of Single Tank Modeling

As the single tank modeling solution is relatively simple, it is straight forward to
determine an exact solution using Equation 3-3 and Equation 3-4. Thi s is
accomplished by integration using an initial boundary condition as described below.

'!be initial boundary conditions can be applied, namely:

At I = 0; P = P, and at I = 1, P = P(t)
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TI1e steps of integration arc as follows:

1--di_'_ =__J_ )dt
1: (P,

(1) - P.,- )

c,V,

(J-5)

0

J
1',(1)-P,1 ]
h' [ - - : - - (1 - 0)
/~ - P...1
c.V:

(3-6)

(J-7)

rherefore,

_ I,

l', (t) "" 1'-.f +(/~ -1'-.f )e c,v,

(J-8)

where P,(l) is the average reservoir pressure at any time, t.
The other important and related equation is to evaluate the change in volume as a
function of time. In this case, the following boundary conditions are applied
At t

0, /' =

At I = 1, P

hence:

=

f'; and

V0 = 0 where V= eumulativc oil produced at time, t.

P(l) and V" = V (1)

(3-9)

From Equation 3-9:

(l-10)

(3-11)

V(t ) = cV,(P - 1'.1

{1-c7.r;•l

(3- 12)

Equation 3-12 represents the cumulative fluid production at timet from the reservoir

unit. These two equations (Equation 3-8 and Equation 3-12} arc very useful for
modeling reservoir units and fonn the basis for all types of reservoir simulations.

They describe, within a defined reservoir volume, the relationship between total
system compressibility and pressure. lllcy also describe the drive mechanism and
volume of fluid movement bctw;.-cn dcfinc.-d volumes as a function of time.
These two equations can be expanded to encompass many reservoir units, with
multiple inter-related communication pathways and multiple production pathways. If

representative

reservoir

volumes,

total

compressibility,

and

inter-tank

transmissibility can be reasonably defined, these two equations can fom1 the basis of
a full-field reservoir model system that can be practically used to evaluate many reallife reservoir development situatio ns.

The fo llowing sections outline this concept wil l be ill ustrated and defined starting
from the simplest system and ending with a generalized system.

3.2

Single Tank with Aquifer

A single RU can be linked with an aquifer by the usc ofinterblock transmissibility.

Figure 12: Schematic of Singe Tank with Aquifer

This wi ll yield the following system of equations where the subscript a relates to the
aquifer, r relates to the reservoir, and w relates to the wellborc as depicted in Figure
12.

"

(3-ll)

q. = J. (P,(t) - P./1))

(3- 14)

(3-1 5)

q. , = J . (P. (t) - P,(l))

(3-16)

Where the subscript a-r relates to fl ow between the aquifer and the reservoir unit. By
combinatio n of Equation 3-13 through Equation 3-1 6:
(3-17)

dV
----;: = J(P,(t) - Pwf (t))

(3- 18)

(3- 19)

Equation 3- 17 through Equation 3- 19 can be integrated to dete rmine the reservoir
pressure and cumulati ve aquifer influx and reservoir production at any time I. Again,
this is an initial value problem, but the determination of the exact solution becomes

more difficult to cnlculatc and a numerical integration method becomes a more
useful approach.

3.3

Multiple Tank.~ with Multiple Aquifers

The fundamental building blocks and the associated equations allow for any number
of RUs can be connected. This system of tanks can be interconnected in any manner
desired, and simply requires a connection transmissibil ity and the associated tank
reservoir properties.
Figure 13 is an example of three RUs connected to two aquifers with a variety of
connections. This demonstrates some of the functionality of the proposed
methodology by allowing for Oow from one tank into more than one other tank. rhis
could represent one aquifer communicating to multiple reservoirs.

This also demom;trates the possibility for local refinement where necessary, such as
ncar the production well to provide more accuracy lOr well inOow modeling.

/ L

/
Pwf

/

Jw,

Jw,

l'i

v

/
Jw,

lt,"

;I

/

I/

~a,"' Ja, "/

v
Figure 13: Schematic of Multiple Tanks with Aquifer

This will yield the following system of equations

Reservoir Unit #I:

(3-20)

(3-21)

RcscrvoirUnit #2·
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(3-22)

(3-23)

Reservoir Unit #3

(3-24)

(3-25)
(3-26)

q, ,= J, ,, (P, , (t)-1',,(1))

Aquifer Unit#\

(3-27)

q. , , = J. ,(1'. (1)

(3-28)

1',,(1))

(3-29)

q . , , = J._,(P. (r) - 1', , (1))

Through combination of Equations 3-20 through 3-29 the pressure and flow
behaviour of the system can be solved simultaneously by the !Ollowing equations:
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(3-30)

(3·32)
(3-33)

Equations 3-30 through 3-33 arc the set of equations that can be integrated to
determine the reservoir pressure and cumulative aquifer influx and reservoi r
production at any timet. Again, this is an initial value problem, but the determination
of the exact solution becomes impossible to calculate and a numerical integration
method must be used

3.4

Gcnero~lized

Formulas

Any number of RUs can be connected to any number ofpcrtOratcd sections by using
the fundamental building blocks and the associated eq uations. 'Jbis system of tanks
can be interconnected in any manner desired and simply requires a connection
transmissibility and the associated tank reservoir proJX:rties
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This is important as the set of ordinary differential equations can be expanded to
meet the requirements of the desired model, providing flexibility in the construction
of the model to match the complexity of the situation.
In a general sense, the following equations can be used to describe any system with

I ""Y 'omb;,.,;on, "' ' hown ;n F;gure 14Mgtire-14.

1
l' igure 14: Schematic or Generalized Situation

The gcncralil'..cd flow equations arc shown in Equation 3-34 through Equation 3-35.
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I dV
c~>ou =- VIIUt

(3-34)

dP

(3-35)

The generalized flow equation between the reservoir units and the perforations is
shown in Equation 3-36.

(3-36)

where i is the spt:cificd flow from the reservoir unit, J is the specified well
perforation, and Jwg is the transmissibility between the specific RU and the
specific well perforation.

The generalized reservoir unit pressure is shown in Equation 3-37.

where J,.w1A is the spccHic transmissibility between RU i and k,

c,. is the

specific compressibility of RU i, and Vi is the spt-cific volume of RU i , and
Jwy represents the specific transmissibility between RU i and well segment}.

The generalized reservoir unit production rate is shown in Equation 3-38.
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where ltwki is the specific transmissibility between RU k and i, P1wl is the
pressure of RU k, PRUJ is the pressure of RU k, and Jwj is the transmissibility
between well segment j and RU i, 1',..1 is the wcllbore pressure at wellborc
segment}.

3,5

Assumptions

In developing this work, several simpl ifying assumptions have been made including
constant compressibility, isothermal conditions, and single phase flow

Constant compressibility was assumed as the focus was on oil reservoirs and
aquifers. This assumption means that, in the pressure range calculated, a single value
is able to represent the compressibility. This assumption could be considered valid
for rock, water, and under saturated oil reservoir across moderate pressure variation.
This assumption can be removed by redefining compressibility from Equation 3-39.

(J-39)

pV = ZnRT

where:

n = number of moles

p = pressure, kl'a

T = temperature, K
V = volume, m3

Z = compressibility factor
Equation 3-40, the real gas law, can be re-arranged to:

V = ZnRT = nRT !_

(J-40)

p

I'

d["-)

!"!I_ = nRr-~'dP

(3-41)

dP

~=nRJ_!_~ _ z _!__]
2
dP

' l PdP

P

(J-42)

(3-43)

By re-arranging and substitution with the real gas law:

J_~ = ~[ZnRT _!_~ - ZnRT _!_] = _!_~ __.!_
VdP

ZnRT

P

ZdP

P

P

ZdP

(J- 44 )

P

or in terms of compressibility:

(3-45)

Another assumption in this these arc isothermal conditions. This assumption is valid
for the large majority of operating reservoirs and is considered valid except in certain
situations. To remove this assumption, an energy balance model could be added for
each tank. In this scenario, the temperature calculations would be executed after the
fluid motion calculation making the temperature calculations dccouplcd from the
mass transfer. Convection and conduction could be incorporated along with fluid
mixing models. Incorporation of non-isothermal conditions is beyond the scope of
this thesis but would be relatively simple to add at a later date.

Single phase flow was assumed in this thesis. This simplification was made llS multiphase flow was not necessary to demonstrate the usefulness of a coupled tank-well
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mOOcling. The reason this assumption was made was because the structure of all
reservoi r mOOds use a similar approach. The fundamental flow equation in all
models is:

(3-46)

Q = J(M')

To handle multiple phases the concept of relative permeability is applied. Relative
penneability is an extension of Darcy's Law where the effective permeability of one
phase is impacted by the saturation of a second phase such that the relative
pem1eability of one phase is equal to or less than the total effective permeability.

(3-47)

In the simulation world, two relative permeability curves are typically used; the gas·
liquid relative permeability and the oil-water relative permeabi lity. The mOOds wi ll
determine the amoun t of gas flow from one block to the other using the gas-liquid
relative permeability and the gas and liquid saturation. Independently the models will
determine the oil and water saturations and the resultant oil and water relative
pemleabi lity to determine the relative volumes of oil and water flowing. Together,
the gas, oil, and water flow mtes arc calculated.
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3.6

Other Scenarios

Fundamentally, any number of aquifers, reservoir units, wcllbore connections. and
inter-tank transmissibilities can be evaluated. The limitation is only limited to the
computing time and the engineering usefulness of the granularity of the calculations.
This provides the ability to model a variety of situations such as faulted reservoirs
with communicating or non-communicating faults, reservoirs with a connected
aquifer, multiple reservoirs communicating through a common aquifer, a multilayered reservoir of variable reservoir quality, a wellbore draining multiple
reservoirs, or any system where an appreciable pressure gradient could exist.

3.7

Limits of Methodology Discussion

No limit to the applicability of this approach has been encountered by this author.
1-lowever, demonstration of this was not possible as the implementation and
execution of the computer code was conducted in Microsoft Excel with has limited
capabil ities to conduct this investigation. The two scenarios that were going to be
investigated were to determine the maximum number of tanks that could be calculate
and the maximum number of tanks connected to the wcl lbore

3.7. 1 Max imum Number of T anks
The generalized set of equations described above could be used to evaluate
the ma.x imum number of tank that could be evaluated si multaneously. As
mentioned above, this could not be completed due to limitations imposed by
Excel.
However, there is reason to believe that the number of tanks could be
substantial. This is because systems of ordinary differential equations arc
very well behaved because all variable change smoothly and the variation in
communication between tanks is handle through the index with each tank
being homogenous.
It is also known that numerical solutions to systems of ordi nary differential

equations generally do not experience stability problems when generalized.
Therefore, numerical difficulties arc not expected to be significant. If
increase accuracy is desired, a multi-step method could be implemented.
(Atkinson, Han, 2004).
3.7.2

Maximum Number of Wcllbore to Tank Connections
The generalized set of equations described above could be used to evaluate
the maximum number of tank that could be calculated to the well bore. This
would have allowed for evaluation of the length of the well. As mentioned
above, this could not be completed due to limitations imposed by Excel.
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The length of a production well is important because it allows for capital
efficient exploitation of additional reservoir volume. However, pressure drop
along the well will eventually limit this exploitation as the minimum
predicted well bore pressure approached the reservoir pressure; as friction
along the length of the wel l wi ll limit the dra wdown.

The present model can play an important role in dctennining the optimal well
length. It could also be used to evaluate technologically complex wellbore
designs such as wells equipped with infiow control devises, outfl ow control
devises, selective perforations, and downhole isolation packers.

3.8

Numerical Approach

The 4u. Order Runge-Kutta (RK) Method was chosen to solve the series of ordinary
differe ntial equations generated by the system of units being evaluated in the
modeling. The 4th Order is the most common of the RK methods because of the case
of usc ;md high numerical order. This method also provides a high degree of
accuracyinanefficicntmanner.
The numerical approach is described in detail in the Appendix .

4.0

Results of Demonstration Cases

A series of demonstration cases arc investigated below to evaluate the flexibility and
usefulness of the 4th Order Runge-Kutta method to a system of first-order differential
equations. The cases were designed to show increasing levels of complexity and
inter-tank dependence.
All of the cases evaluated consist of a single wcllbore producing from one or more
tanks where some or all of the tanks are connected to an aquifer. This allows for the
investigation of how fluids and pressures interact between the reservoir units and the
wcllborc to show the impact of transmissibility, connected pore volume, and aquifer
pressure support.
The demonstration cases start with the simplest system of only one drawdown point,
one tank, and no aquifer. The most complicated case involve three partially
communicating tanks with partial aquifer support.
The cases all assume that production is controlled by a target initial rate, then usc a
minimum flowing tubing head pressure for control.
An input sheet is presented for each scenario along with the output plus a discussion
of the results. A comparison of the results is also provided.
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4.1

Single Tank, No Aquirer

This case represents a production well draining a single tank without support of an
aquifer. in this case, the pressure of the tank is onl y a function of the production rate.

The input assumptions are presented in Figure 15 Error! Reference source not

I found. with the output presented in Figure

I~

through Figure

1 9~.

Figure 15: Single Tank with No Aquirer Output
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Figure 16: Well bore Production Rate for a Single Tank wilh No Aquifer Output
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4.1. 1

l>iseussionofR esults

This case represents a straight depletion or the reservoir unit. The depletion of the
reservoir unit occurs very quickly as would be the case fo r a small , slightl y
compressible reservoir. This scenario could represent a small, highly under saturated
oil reservoir or a limited volume water source well.

I Figure

!6~ demonstrates that with the assumed productivity, the target

production mte of 6000 m3/d is not achieved and the drawdown rate is dictated by
the minimum allowable tubing head pressure.
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I ~Ftgttre--1-6 and ~~ have identical now rates, which is
exactly as expected as all of the nuid entering the well is being produced from the
single tank.

4.2

Single Tank, With Aquifel"'

This case represents a production well draining a single tank with the support of an
a<1uifer with 3 times the initial bulk volume. In this case, the pressure of the t:mk is a
function of the production rate as well as the net in nux from the aquifer.
The input assumptions arc presented in Error! Reference source not found. Figure

I 20 with the output presented in Figure

21~

Figure 20: Single T a nk with Aquifer O utput
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through Figure 24~.
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Figure 22: RU Production for a Single Tank with Aquifer Output
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Figure 23: RU Pressure for a Single Tank with Aquifer Output
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4.2.1

Discussion ofH.es ults

This case represents a depletion of the reservoir unit #1 plus the innux from reservoir
unit #4 (aquifer). With the volume and the compressibility assumed, the depletion of
the reservoir unit occurs slower than without the aquifer, and the cumulative
production volume is larger.

I Figure 2 1~ confinns the expectation that with aquifer innux. the overall
decline will be reduced while the initial productivity is still not improved enough to
meet the production target of6000 m1/d.

I Figure 26~ and Figure 2 8~ demonstrate the interplay between
wellbore transmissibility and aquifer transmissibility. These figures show that the
production rate into the well is greater than the aquifer innux causing the pressure to
continue to deplete in RU# J until the well is shut-in due to hitting the minimum
production rate of200 m3/d.

4.3

Two No n-Communicating Tanks, With Co mmon Aquifer

This case represents a production well draining two non-communicating reservoir
units, both supported by a common aquifer with three times the initial bulk volume
of reservoir unit # I . In this case, the pressures of both tanks are functions of the
cumulative production volume as well as the net innux from the aquifer

The input assumptions arc presented in Figure 2S I<: rro r ! Reference source not

I found . with the output presented in Figure

2~

through Figure 29~ .

t
Figure 25: Two No n-Communicating Ta n k.~ with Common Aqu ifer Input
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Figure 26: Wcllburc l'roduction Rate for Two Non-Communicating T anks with
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4.3.1

Discussion of Results

This case demonstrates that the solving routine can solve for the depletion of both
tanks connected to a common aquifer. The results show the relative contribution
from each tank is a function of the well transmissibility, the aquifer to reservoir unit
transmissibility, the depth of the perforations, the compressibility and initial pore
volume differences between the two reservoi r units.

The maximum production target of 6000 m3/d is achieved in this scenario for a short

I period of time, as shown in Figure 2~. Initially, the production rate from

,.,

RU# is greater than RU#I due to higher transmissibility and reservoir pressure. This
is only temporary as greater pressure depletion in RU #2, shown in Figure 28~

I 28 and

Figure

29~ .

results m the production from RU# l be the main

contributor.
The aquifer contributes to both RU # I and RU#2, but greater pressure support is

I provided to RU#l , shown

in Figure 28~. Thi s aligns with the greater

transmissibi lity between the aquifer and RU # l.

4.4

Two Communicating Tanks, With Common Aquifer

This case represents a production well draining two communicating reservoir units,
both supported by a common aquifer with 3 times the initial bulk volume of reservoir
unit # I. In this case, the pressures of both tanks arc functions of the relative
production rate into the well bore, as well as the net influx of fluid from the common
aquifer. So, at each calculated time step the pressure ofthc individual reservoir units
changes depending on how much support is being provided by the aquifer as well as
how much production is entering the well.
The total production target from the well has been doubled to account for more
production capacity from the two tanks.
The input assumptions arc presented in Figure 30Errorl Reference source not

I found . with the output presented in Figure

31~
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through Figure 34Mgttre-34.

t
l' igurc 30: Two Communicalin g Ta nks with Common Aquifer Input
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l<' igure 31: Wellbore Production for Two Communicating Tanks with a
Common Aquifer Output

---------------------

l<igure 32: RU Production for Two Communicating Tanks with a Common
Aquifer Output
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4.4.1 Discussion of Rcsulls
This case demonstrates that the solving routine can solve for the depletion of both
tanks connected to a common aquife r. The results show the relative contri bution
from each tank is a function of the well transmissibil ity, the aquifer to reservoir unit
transmissibility, the inter-tank tr,msmissibil ity, the depth of the perforations. the
compressibi lity and initial pore volume differences between the two reservoir units.

The resul ts show that the difference in pressure in reservoir unit #I and reservoir unit

I #2 is reduced relative to the previous scenario as shown i n ~~ - This
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is a result of fluids being able to move between the RUs. In a real-world scenario.
this may allow for assessment of fault transmissibility

4.5

Three Non-Communicating Tanks, Without Aquifer

This case represents a production well draining three non-communicating reservoir
units, not supported by a common aquifer. In this case, the pressure of the three tanks
is a function of the relative production rate as well as initial pore volume and
compressibility only
The input assumptions arc presented in Figure 35 F:rro r! Refe rence source not

I fo und. with the output presented in Figure

3~
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through Figure

39~ .

t
Figure 35: Three Non-Comm unicating Tanks without Aquifer Input
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Figure 39: Pressure J)epletion ro r Three Non-Communicating T anks without
Aquircr Output

4.5. 1 Discussion or Results
This case demonstrates that the solving routine can solve for the depletion of
multiple tanks. The results show the relative contribution from each tank is a
funct ion of the well transmissibi lity. the depth of the perforations. the
compressibility and initial pore volume differences between the three reservoir units.

I Figure 36~ de monstrates varying well bore production rates over the life of
the project, which is dctc nnincd by reservoi r pressure, well bore transmissibility, and

downhole producing pressure. This provides the opportunity for interwell crossflow
during any shut-in periods.

4.6

Three l'artially-Communicating Tanks, With Partial Aq uifer

This case represents a production well draining three reservoir units of which two are
connected and partially supported by a common aquifer conm:cll:d to two of the
reservoir units.
The input assumptions arc presented in Figure 40 Error[ Reference source not

I found. with the output presented in Figure

t
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1!1

4 1~

through Figure 44F-fgure44.
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l<' igure 40: Three l'art ially-Cummunicat ing Tanks with Partial-Aq uifer Input
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4.6.1

Discussion or Results

This case demonstrates that the solving routine can solve for the depletion of
multiple tanks with varying degrees of communication. The results show the relative
contribution from each tank is a function of the well transmissibility, the depth of the
perforations, the compressibility and initial pore volume differences between the
three reservoir units plus the intcnank communication pathway.
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One important observation from this scenario is the change in relative wellbore
production from the connected RU and how it changes through time dependant of the

4.7

Comparison of Scenarios

I Figure 45~ shows the total production rate of the wcllbore under the various
scenarios presented. From this, some general observations can be made about both
the physical situation being modeled as well as the modeling procedure.
The first observation relates to the general productivity. It is clear from ~

I

~f.tgltre-#

that the greater the connection to the reservoir results in greater initial

productivity as demonstrated by looking at the one tank, two tank, and three tank
scenarios. In the one tank scenario, the 6000 m3/d production target cannot be
achieved while the three tank scenario is able to achieve this target and sustain the
rate for at least 3 months. When evaluating development scenarios, a petroleum
engineer could utilize this model to evaluate the benefit of achieving an extended
production profile versus the cost of drilling additional well length.

I The second observation relates to the decline. Figure 4Sf.tgltre-# again shows that
scenarios with aquifers how a slower decline, and hence a greater ultimate recovery.
A petroleum engineer would be able to pcrfonn pre-development sensitivity
scenarios on aquifer size and strength and the resultant impact on the wells

productive life. Post-production, history matching would also be possible to better
understand the size and transmissibility of the aquifer.
A third observation relates to the two tank scenarios where the transmissibility
between the tanks does not impact the combined production rate, even though the
relative contribution is substantially impacted, refer to Figure 26~ and

I .Ei.&YKl!Ftgtwe-3+. This is represented in reality in the situation where a horizontal
production crosses a fault. From the total production from the well it is very unlikely
that the transmissibility across that fault can be detem1ined in the ncar wcllborc
region without additional downhole infonnation such as pressure transient analysis
and or production togging infonnation.
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Figure 45: Total Production Rate Comparison

5.0

General Discussion of Results

Overall, the predicted model results agree with generally expected reservoir
behavior, implying that the method described in this thesis has the ability to provide
a usable platfonn for reservoir simulation. Potential uses of the method of simulation
could include applications with faulted reservoirs with communicating or noncommunicating faults, reservoirs with a connected aquifer, multiple reservoirs
communicating through a common aquifer, a multi-layered reservoir of variable
reservoir quality, a wcllbore draining multiple reservoirs, or any system where an
appreciable pressure gradient could exist.
This type of model can be used to quickly diagnose and history match production
pcrfonnance from new fields to identify reservoir properties involving effective
reservoir volume, the presence of faults or baffles, the transmissibility and strength
of connected aquifers.
Tanks modeling can also be used to quickly investigate pre-drill scenarios involving
well length compared to well cost, sensitivities on dclivembility for short and longtenn depletion scenarios.

5.1

Novelty or Research

The genesis of this body work grew from the need for more efficient modeling of
complex and compartmentalized reservoirs, as is typical in the highly raulted
hydrocarbon producing basins of the coast of Newfoundland.

This is the first time the concept o f multiple reservoir unis and aquifers treated as
individual tanks were solved as a system of ordinary differential equations, to the
authors knowledge.
Furthcnnore, this work also discussed the future )Xltential for combining this tank
modeling concept with an advanced well hydraulics models with connectivity wells
for enhancing reservoir unit communication.
Finally, this work discussed how these novel methods can be improved to increase
accuracy and applicability without sacrificing the CPU advantages these methods
have over the use of conventional reservoir simulators.

5.2

Limitations

There arc several limitations in this y,'Ork, however all of these can be overcome with
additional study and implementation. These limitations stem from the assumptions
used to simplify the modeling process at this stage in the work, to allow for focus on
the multiple reservoir units integration.
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One of the fundamental and limiting assumptions is the assumption of single phase
constant compressibility. Moving past these simplifications could be relatively easy.
This includes the inclusion of a black-oil material balance model as described by R.
J. Schilthuis (Schilthuis, 1935). In this widely used black-oil model, the components
of the reservoir system (rock, oil, water, gas) and their compressibility and net
cumulative withdrawals can be used to predict pressure, or if pressure is known, a
prediction of the original nuid volumes is possible. In this model, single phase
behavior is not assumed which has proven to be a very powerful and popular
reservoir engineering tool. Schilthuis' model is often shown in the fonn in Equation

5-1.

N,.{B~+(R - R, )B

N

[(no-B.. ) +(R., - R, )8 +mB.,(
1

j- (W, - W

¥

+ W,)B~ -G,B

)+(2s:}l+mXS~,c~ +c,)(l'"' -P.t)]
(5- 1)

where:

88 = Gas fonnation volume factor at current pressure, m3/m3
Bo = Oil fonnation volume factor at current pressure, m3/m1
B"' = Original oil fonnation volume factor, m3tm3
B,. = Water fonnation volume factor at current pressure, m3/m3

c.., = water compressibility at current pressure, kPa"1
c,. ,. rock compressibility at current pressure, kPa"1
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G; = Original gas in place, sm3
Np - Cumulativc oi l production, sm3

N =Original oil in place, sm3
m = ratio of original gas in place to original oil in place

PR;= Initial reservoir pressure, k.Pa
PR = Current reservoi r pressure, kJ>a
Rp = Produced gas oil ratio, m1/m3

Rs =Sol ution gas oil ratio at current pressure, m3/m3
Rs1 =Original solution gas oil ratio, m3/m3
S,.., = Water saturation as a fraction of the effective pore space
w~ = Cumulative water influx, sm 3

IV;= Cumulative water injected. sm3
Wp =Cumulative water production, sm 3

Another limitation is single-phase flow, both in the wellbore model and in the
reservoir units. The concepts of relative pcnncabi lity and the resultant fractional
flow could be implemented for the reservoir units. This will allow for different tanks
to have different fluid fractions as well as for different portion of the wellbore to
have difference fluid production spl its (i.e. watcrcut or gas-oil-ratio). This would
then extend to allow for multi-phase flow correlations to be used for the wellbore
modeling. For example, the Hagedorn and Brown method (Hagedorn and Brown,

\965) could be implemented for vertical flow while the Beggs and Brill method
could be implemented for slightly inclined and horizontal wells (Be£gs and Brill,
1973) or any othe r method desired.

6.0

Conclusions

The question that we were investigating was: Can conventional material balance
calculations be used to provide realistic long-term depletion forecasts in an efficient
method that solves complex, multi-tank communicating, reservoi r systems? Can
these systems be integrated with advanced wellbore modeling techniques to increase
the reliability of our predictions?
This work successfully demonstrated the integration of aquifers models, tank
reservoirs,

inter-tank

transmissibility,

well

transmissibility,

and

well bore

performance into an integrated model that was used to predict future well
performance. The underlying themes were that a characteristic relationship between
flow rate and pressure difference is linked by transmissibility and that there is a
relationship between total compressibility and pressure in combination with the fact
the reservoirs and wellborcs can be modeled with the same thematic relationships.
Where the following equations apply

(6- 1)

I dV

c,

=-v:-;u;

(6-2)
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This work demonstrated the successful integration of aquifers, reservoir tanks, well
inflow, and wcllbore modeling into an integrated system that can quickly be uS<--d as
a tool for investigating the petroleum systems. Scenarios involving a single reservoir
tank, multiple communicating reservoir tanks, multiple tanks with variable
communication to supporting aquifers, and wetlbores with multiple inflow regions
were all successfully demonstrated.
This work is directly applicable to many real-world reservoirs including faulted
reservoirs with communicating or non-communicating faults, reservoirs with a
connected aquifer, multiple reservoirs communicating through a common aquifer, a
multi-layered reservoir of variable reservoir quality, a wcllbore draining multiple
reservoirs, or any system where an appreciable pressure gradient could exist
This work can fonn a fundamental module enabling the calculation of coupled
wellbore and reservoir models with advanced completion technologies.

Ill

7.0

Recommendations

Once the limitations of single-phase flow and constant compressibility arc overcome.
more complex flow could be incorporated within the reservoir unit concept. This
could

include one-dimensional displacement calculations as

well as

the

implementation of water/oil or gas/oil coning within the reservoir units, such as the
work completed by Chaperon (Chaperon, 1986).

The

well

inflow

model

could

be expanded to

include

time-dependant

transmissibility, such as during different flow conditions or deteriorating
productivity. The inflow model can also be expanded to include typical industry
models such as Babu & Odeh, Joshi, or others.

A simplistic approach was made to wellborc modeling in this work to prove the
concept, but is not suitable for a wide range of typical oilfield operating conditions.
Future investigations should include multiphasc flow where more than one phase is
present and the phase fraction changes as a function of pressure and temperature.
This way the applicability could be encompassed to include both oil and gas wells
under a variety of fluid states and conditions. This could involve future
investigations into multiphasc pressure drop correlations, such as those by
Hagcndom and Brown, Beggs and Brill, and others. ln addition, this would be a
valuable addition when coupled with a multiphasc reservoir or black oil modeling
techniques were investigated.
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Appendix
A.

N un~ e rica l

Method Approach

The system of units creates a system of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the
initial boundary type. That is, the initial volume and pressure is known at each time
step.

As the number of reservoir units increases, the system of ODEs increases as well,
dictated by the number of reservoir units and the number of connections between
tanks. This makes the representation of these systems into a closed fonn impossible,
and it becomes convenient to seek an approximate solution by means of numerical
methods.

The reservoir units fonn a series of first-order differential equations of the fom1:

'!J2- = J(x,y,.y,, ...,y. )

( I)

For the real-valued function of y of the real variable x, where y ·

=dy/dx andfis a

given real-valued function of two real variables.

The differential equation will be considered in tandem with an initial condition so,
that given two real numbers x" andy., we can seck a solution for x > Xo such that

(2)

These two equations together represent an initial value problem.
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The 4th Order Runge-Kutta (RK) Method was chosen to solve the series of ordinary
differential equations generated by the system of units being evaluated in the
modeling. The 4th Order is the most common of the RK methods because of the ease
of usc and high numerical order. This method also provide a high degree of accuracy
in an efficient manner.
The RK method for solving a system of ordinary differential equations works under
the following principle.

(3)

If we know the value of y "' y , Ht x;, we can find the value of y - y;. 1 at x, , ,, and h
X;+J- X;.

Equation 88 can be equated to the first five tenns of the Taylor series expansion.

dyl (x,,,-x, )+2!I -;:t;T
d'y
l

Y .• ,= y, +d;]

...,,

I~
+4!J?l

(

x,. 1 - x, )'

Knowing that

:t

= J(x,y)

.,.y,

(x,., - x,)' +3!d;J
d'y
l (x,. , - x,)'
I

.,.y,

(4)

=

X ;, 1 -X;

=h

we get

Based on equating Equation 4 and Equation 5, one of the more popular solutions

used is

(6)

With

k,

=f(x,y, )h

(7)

Is =f(x; +t h,y; +tklh)

(8)

~ = f(x; +t h,y;+tk2h)

(9)

k, = f(x, +h.y, +k,h)

(10)
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Sometimes a system is described by several differential equations, as is the case in

I Section

l,_(&.{l. The Runge-Kutta fonnulas can be used to solve systems of

simultaneous differential equations.

For a system with independent variable x , N dependant variablcsy; and N differential
equations

(II)
the relationships arc:

*• = [,(x, +h,y, +k;,h,y, +k;)<,. .. ,y., +Is)•)

(IS)

(16)

ln our case, x denotes time andy denotes pressure in each reservoir unit. Hence, with

N reservoir units, there v.11l beN systems of t:quations that require solving for each
timex.
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C.

~<'lowing

Wellbore and Resentoir Solver

Sub SolveFiowing()
'Solver for Flowing Wellbore and Reservoir System
'Brandon Thomas
'Memorial University of Newfoundland

TARGET= Sheets("Main").Range("A87").Value
MinTHP = Sheets("Main").Range("ABS").Value
MAXDP = Sheets("Main").Range("A89").Value
MaxTS = Sheets("Main").Range("ABB").Value
MinTS= Sheets("Main").Range("AB10").Value
MINRATE = Sheets("Main").Range("A86").Value
Sheets("MAIN").Select
Range("K23:AP1820").Select
Selection.CiearContents
Range("AI20").Select
ActiveCeii.GoaiSeek Goai:=TARGET, ChangingCeii:=ActiveCeii.Offset(O,
-1)
Active Cell. Offset(O, -23).Range(''A 1:AN 1").Select
Selection.Copy
ActiveCeii.Offset{O, O).Range(''A1") .Select
ActiveSheet.Paste
ActiveCeii.Offset{O, 23).Select
Range("AI21").Select

- -- - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- -- - - -

ActiveCeii.GoaiSeek Goai:=TARGET, ChangingCeli:=ActiveCeii.Offset(O,
-1)

Do
Cut= 1
ActiveCeii.Offset(O, -1).Value

= ActiveCeii.Offset(-1 ,

-1).Value 'Shift to

active line

Do
If MaxTS 1 Cut > MinTS Then ActiveCeii.Offset(O, -24).Value
AcliveCeii.Offset(-1 , -24).Value + MaxTS I Cut
If MaxTS 1 Cut <= MinTS Then AcliveCeii.Offset(O, -24).Value
ActiveCeti.Offset(-1, -24).Value +MinTS
ActiveCeii.GoaiSeek Goal:=TARGET, ChangingCeii :=ActiveCeii.Offset(O,
-1) 'Goal seek to match THP
THP = ActiveCeii.Offset{O, -1).Value
If THP < MinTHP Then
ActiveCeii.Offset(O, -1).Value = MinTHP 'Do not violate min THP
End If
ActiveCeii.Offset(O, -23).Range("A1 :AN1").Setect 'Select Current Row
Selection.Copy 'Copy current row
ActiveCeii.Offset(O, O).Range("A1").Select 'Select current row
ActiveSheet.Paste 'Paste to current row to ensure RUNGE calculates
fully
ActiveCeii.Offset(O, 23).Select 'Select active cell
DP: Abs((ActiveCeii.Offset(-1 , -4).Value + ActiveCeii.Offset(-1 , -3).Value
+ ActiveCeii.Offset(-1 , -2).Value) 1 3 - (ActiveCeii.Offset(O, -4).Value +
ActiveCeii.Offset(O, -3).Value + ActiveCeii.Offset(O, -2).Value) /3)
Convergence: ActiveCeii.Value- ActiveCei i.Offset(-1, O).Value

If ActiveCeii.Offset(O, -24).Value - ActiveCeii.Offset(-1 , -24).Value =
MinTS Then Exit Do
Cut=Cut•2
Loop Until DP < MAXDP And Convergence <= 0

ActiveCeii.Offset(1 , -24).Value = ActiveCeii.Offset(O, -24) + MaxTS

If ActiveCeii.Offset(O, -1).Value < MinTHP Then ActiveCeii.Offset(O,
1).Value = MinTHP 'Do not violate min THP
If ActiveCeii.Offset(O, O).Value < MINRATE Then Exit Do 'If flow rate lower
than minimum finish calculation
ActiveCeii.Offset(1, -23). Range("A1 :AN1").Select 'Select next row
Selection.Copy 'Copy next row
ActiveCeii.Offset(1 , O).Range(''A1") .Select 'Select target row
ActiveSheet.Paste 'Copy to target row
ActiveCeii.Offset(-2, 23).Range("A1 "). Select 'Select active cell
ActiveCeii.Offset(1 , O).Select 'Select next target cell
Counter = Counter + 1 'Progress counter
If Counter > 2000 Then Exit Do 'limit total calculations to N+1

Loop

If Counter> 5 Then 'Do not delete first rows to maintain formulas in sheet
AcliveCeii.Offset(O, -23).Range(''A 1 :AM3").Select
Selection .CiearContents
End If
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End Sub

'Single Phase Pressure Drop Calculation
'Brandon Thomas
'Memorial University of Newfoundland

Function UpstreamPressure(Dens, Vise, ID, Hup, Hdown, Lup, Ldown. E,
Pds, Rate) As Single

Dim Velocity As Single
Dim dl As Single
Dim dz As Single
Dim Re As Single
Dim f As Single

'Rate = Flow rate, m3Jd [dV/dt]
'Pin kPa

'Elevation change, m
dz = Hup - Hdown

'length, m
dl = lup - ldown
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'Flow velocity, mls
Rate = Rate I 24 160 160
Velocity= Abs(Rate I 0.2513.14159211D" 2)

'Reynolds Number, Re
Re = ID • Velocity • Dens I (Vise / 1000)

'Fanning Friction Factor, f
If Rate > 0 Then f = (1/ (·4 • Log 10((E 13.7065) • (5.0452/ Re) * Log10((E "
1.1098/2.8257) + (7.149/ Re) "0.8981 ))))" 2

'Gravity Pressure Drop
dPg = (9.8111) • Dens • dz 11000

'Kinetic Pressure Drop
dPk =0

'Friction Pressure Drop
dPf= 2 •

t• Dens • Velocity" 2' dl I (1 'I D) /1000

dPt=Pds+dPg+dPk+dPf

UpstreamPressure = dPt
End Function

'"

